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Abstract
We propose a novel approach to learning cloth deformation as a function of body pose, recasting the graph-like triangle mesh
data structure into image-based data in order to leverage popular and well-developed convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
in a two-dimensional Euclidean domain. Then, a three-dimensional animation of clothing is equivalent to a sequence of twodimensional RGB images driven/choreographed by time dependent joint angles. In order to reduce nonlinearity demands on
the neural network, we utilize procedural skinning of the body surface to capture much of the rotation/deformation so that the
RGB images only contain textures of displacement offsets from skin to clothing. Notably, we illustrate that our approach does
not require accurate unclothed body shapes or robust skinning techniques. Additionally, we discuss how standard image based
techniques such as image partitioning for higher resolution can readily be incorporated into our framework.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Animation; Neural networks; Computer vision representations;

1. Introduction
Virtual clothing has already seen widespread adoption in the entertainment industry including feature films (e.g., Yoda [BFA02],
Dobby [BMF03], Monsters, Inc. [BWK03]), video games (e.g.,
[MHHR07, MC10, dASTH10, KGBS11, KCMF12, KKN∗ 13]), and
VR/AR and other real-time applications (e.g., [MTCSP04, HE09,
WHRO10, XUC∗ 14]). However, its potential use in e-commerce
for online shopping and virtual try-on ( [HWW∗ 18, SOC19,
PLPM20]) is likely to far surpass its use in the entertainment industry especially given that clothing and textiles is
a three trillion dollar industry (https://fashionunited.com/
global-fashion-industry-statistics). Whereas games and
real-time applications can use lower quality cloth and films have
the luxury of a large amount of time and manual efforts to achieve
more realistic cloth, successful e-commerce clothing applications
demand high quality predictive clothing with fast turnaround, low
computational resource usage, and good scalability.
Although there have been many advances in cloth simulation,
the ability to match real cloth of a specific material, especially with
highly detailed wrinkling, hysteresis, etc. is rather limited. Moreover, contact and collision approaches typically lack physical accuracy due to unknown parameters dependent on a multitude of
factors even including body hair density and garment thread friction. Thus, while embracing simulation and geometric techniques
wherever possible, we pursue a new paradigm approaching clothing on humans in a fashion primarily driven by data at every scale.
† Work done while at Stanford University
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This is rather timely as 3D cloth capture technology is starting to
seem very promising [RDAHT15, CZL∗ 15, PMPHB17].
Motivated by a number of recent works that view cloth deformations as offsets from the underlying body [GRH∗ 12, NH14, PMPHB17, YFHWW18] as well as the recent phenomenal impact of
convolutional neural networks for image processing [KSH12,SZ14,
HZRS15, RPB15, LSD15, RHGS17], we recast cloth deformation
as an image space problem. That is, we shrink wrap the cloth mesh
onto the underlying body shape, viewing the shrink-wrapped vertex locations as pixels with RGB values representing displacements
from body to cloth. By factoring out the complex nonlinear skinning as a pre-process and focusing only on smoother residual displacements from skin to cloth, we reduce demands on the neural network; not only does the network require less nonlinearity,
but it is also easier to differentiate and train. These cloth pixels
are barycentrically embedded into the triangle mesh of the body,
and as the body deforms the pixels move along with it; however,
they remain at fixed locations in the pattern space of the cloth just
like standard pixels on film. Thus, cloth animation is equivalent to
playing an RGB movie on the film in pattern space, facilitating a
straightforward application of CNNs. Each cloth shape is an image,
and time dependent joint angles choreograph image sequences that
specify the deforming cloth.
Although we leverage body skinning [?, MTLT88, ASK∗ 05,
Kv05,KCvO07,LMR∗ 15] to move the cloth pixels around in world
space, we are not constrained by a need to ascertain the unclothed
body shape accurately as other authors aim to [NH14, PMPHB17].
Of course, an accurate unclothed body shape might reduce variability in the cloth RGB image to some degree, but it is likely that CNN
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network efficacy will advance faster than the technology required
to obtain and subsequently accurately pose unclothed body shapes.
Even if consumers were willing to provide more accurate unclothed
body data or inferences of their unclothed body forms improve, it
is still difficult to subsequently pose such bodies to create accurate
shapes governed by animation parameters such as joint angles. In
contrast, we demonstrate that CNNs can learn the desired clothing
shapes even when unclothed body shapes are intentionally modified
to be incorrect, thus providing some immunity to problematic skinning artifacts (e.g., candy wrapper twisting [Kv05,KCvO07,JS11]).
We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach on a T-shirt and its
generality on a necktie. Data and code are available at https://
physbam.stanford.edu/~njin19/pixel_based_cloth/. Furthermore, researchers have already begun to utilize our approach
to advance the state-of-the-art for predicting cloth shape from body
pose. [GJF19] incorporates physical priors on mesh deformation
energies and trains the model end-to-end, differentiating though either a second order cone program or a quasi-static physics simulation before our network, and thus is greatly enabled by our wellconditioned approach that removes nonlinearities into a skinning
pre-process. In addition, [WJG∗ 20] takes a hierarchal approach applying our framework once as we do and then sequentially a second
time in order to learn a corrective perturbation to the texture coordinates.

2. Related Work
Skinning: Linear blend skinning (LBS) [Lan98, MTLT88] is perhaps the most popular skinning scheme used in animation software and game engines. Although fast and computationally inexpensive, LBS suffers from well-known artifacts such as candy
wrapper twisting, elbow collapse, etc., and many works have
attempted to alleviate these issues, e.g., spherical blend skinning (SBS) [Kv05], dual-quaternion skinning (DQS) [KCvO07],
stretchable and twistable bones skinning (STBS) [JS11], optimizied centers of rotations [LH16], etc. Another widely used geometric skinning approach is the Delta Mush (DM) [MDRW14]. Notably, similar to our cloth pixels that store displacements from body
to cloth, DM stores the per-vertex difference (“delta”) between the
original and smoothed version of the rest state in local surface coordinates, and applies these “delta”s to the smoothed deformed surface. Another line of works explicitly model pose specific skin
deformation from sculpted or captured example poses. For example, pose space deformation (PSD) [LCF00] uses radial basis
functions to interpolate between artist-sculpted surface deformations, [KM04] extends PSD to weighted PSD, and [ACP02] uses knearest neighbor interpolation. EigenSkin [KJP02] constructs compact eigenbases to capture corrections to LBS learned from examples. The SCAPE model [ASK∗ 05] decomposes pose deformation
of each mesh triangle into a rigid rotation R from its body part and
a non-rigid deformation Q and learns Q as a function of nearby
joints, and BlendSCAPE [HLRB12] extends this expressing each
triangle’s rigid rotation as a linear blend of rotations from multiple
parts. [LMR∗ 15] learns a statistical body model SMPL that skins
the body surface from linear pose blendshapes along with identity
blendshapes. More recently, [BODO18] uses neural networks to approximate the non-linear component of surface mesh deformations

from complex character rigs to achieve real-time deformation evaluation for film productions. Still, skinning remains one of the most
challenging problems in the animation of virtual characters; thus,
we illustrate that our approach has the capability to overcome some
errors in the skinning process.
Cloth Skinning and Capture: A number of authors have made
a library of cloth versus pose built primarily on simulation results and pursued ways of skinning the cloth for poses not in the
library. [WHRO10] looks up a separate wrinkle mesh for each
joint and blends them, and similarly [XUC∗ 14] queries nearby examples for each body region and devises a sensitivity-optimized
rigging scheme to deform each example before blending them.
[KKN∗ 13] incrementally constructs a secondary cloth motion
graph. [dASTH10] learns a linear function for the principal component coefficients of the cloth shape, and [HTC∗ 14] runs subspace
simulation using a set of adaptive bases learned from full space simulation data. Extending the SCAPE model to cloth, [GRH∗ 12] decomposes per-triangle cloth deformation into body shape induced
deformation D, rigid rotation R, and non-rigid pose induced deformation Q, and applies PCA on D and Q to reduce dimensionality.
Whereas [GRH∗ 12] treats the cloth as a separate mesh, [NH14]
models cloth as an additional deformation of the body mesh and
learns a layered model. More recently [PMPHB17] builds a dataset
of captured 4D sequences and retargets cloth deformations to new
body shapes by transfering offsets from body surfaces. The aforementioned approaches would all likely achieve more realistic results using real-world cloth capture as in [PMPHB17, LCT18] as
opposed to physical simulations.
Networks: Some of the aforementioned skinning type approaches to cloth and bodies learn from examples and therefore
have procedural formulas and weights which often require optimization in order to learn, but here we focus primarily on methods that use neural networks in a more data-driven as opposed to
procedural fashion. While we utilize procedural methods for skinning the body mesh and subsequently finding our cloth pixel locations, we use data-driven networks to define the cloth deformations; errors in the procedural skinning are simply incorporated into
the offset function used to subsequently reach the data. Several
recent works used neural networks for learning 3D surface deformations for character rigs [BODO18] and cloth shapes [DDO∗ 17,
LCT18, YFHWW18, WCPM18, SOC19, GCS∗ 19]. In particular,
[BODO18, YFHWW18] input pose parameters and output nonlinear shape deformations of the skin/cloth, both using a fully connected network with a few hidden layers to predict PCA coefficients. [DDO∗ 17] takes input images from single or multiple views
and uses a convolutional network to predict 1000 PCA coefficients.
[LCT18] takes a hybrid approach combining a statistical model for
pose-based global deformation with a conditional generative adversarial network (CGAN) for adding details on normal maps to
produce finer wrinkles.
2D Representation of 3D Surfaces: There has been a rich body
of works that leverage 2D representations of 3D meshes [SPR07]
for a variety of tasks. For instance, 2D texture maps [Hec86] can be
conveniently adapted to store properties of 3D surfaces. [FWS∗ 18]
stores per-vertex positions of the full 3D face shape as RGB values of the face texture map and trains a network to regress it
c 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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from a single face image. [LCT18] stores per-vertex normal vectors as RGB values of the garment texture map and learns to upsample it. In contrast to these works, our cloth pixels store offsets
from their skinned positions as RGB values in the texture space.
Our approach could thus be considered an Arbitrary LagrangianEulerian (ALE [Mar97]) method where the computational domain
follows the material partially but not fully, i.e., our cloth pixels follow only the deformation captured by body skinning. In addition
to texture maps, geometry images [GGH02] present another option for flattening 3D shape surfaces. [SBR16] uses CNNs to learn
on geometry images created via spherical authalic parametrization,
and [SUHR17] learns to predict geometry images for generating
genus-0 surfaces. Unlike [SBR16, SUHR17], we do not strive for a
general method that handles both rigid and deformable objects, but
rather a specialized method for the specific problem of 3D clothing.

3. Pixel-Based Cloth
We assign UV texture coordinates to each vertex and transform the
cloth mesh to this two-dimensional space, as shown for the front
side of a T-shirt mesh in Figure 1a. Each vertex stores a vectorvalued function of displacements dx(u, v) = (∆u, ∆v, ∆n) representing perturbations in the texture coordinate and normal directions.
This can be visualized by moving each vertex by dx as shown
in Figure 1b. These displacements can be converted to per-vertex
RGB colors as shown in Figure 1c; thus, we refer to these vertices as cloth pixels. Note that the RGB colors may contain values
outside the visible range using HD image formats, floating point
representations, etc. This framework allows us to leverage standard
texture mapping [BN76,Cat74,Hec86] as well as other common approaches, e.g. bump maps [Bli78] to perturb normal directions and
displacement maps [Coo84] to alter vertex positions; these techniques have been well-established over the years and have efficient
implementations on graphics hardware enabling us to take advantage of the GPU-supported pipeline for optimized performance.

(a)

(b)

MBBV15, DBV16, BBL∗ 16], see in particular [TGLX18]. Alternatively, since our cloth pixels have fixed UV coordinates independent of the deformation, we may readily interpolate to a uniform background Cartesian grid of pixels using triangle rasterization ( [FvDFH96]) while adding some padding at the boundaries
to ensure smoothness (see Figure 2), thus facilitating an efficient
application of standard CNNs especially via GPUs.

Figure 2: Standard uniform Cartesian grid of pixels for our cloth
image. We add some padding to ensure smoothness on the boundaries for convolutional filters.
Note that we convert all the training data into pixel-based cloth
images and train on those images directly, so the network learns to
predict 2D images, not 3D cloth shapes. If one wanted to connect
body pose parameters to cloth vertex positions in a fully end-to-end
manner, then the interpolatory approach back and forth between
the triangle mesh vertices and the Cartesian grid pixels might require further scrutiny. For example, the fluid dynamics community
takes great care in addressing the copying back and forth of data
between particle-based data structures (similar to our cloth pixels
in Figure 1c) and background grid degrees of freedom (similar to
our cloth image in Figure 2). Most notable are the discussions on
PIC/FLIP, see e.g. [JSS∗ 15].
4.1. Cage and Patch Based Cloth
Quite often one needs to down-sample images, which creates problems for learning high frequency details. Instead, we use a support “cage” to divide the cloth mesh into smaller patches to aid
the learning process, see Figure 3. This notion of a cage and
patch based cloth is quite powerful and is useful for capture, design, simulation, blendshape systems, etc. (see supplementary C
for more discussions). While cloth already exhibits spatially invariant physical properties making it suitable for convolutional filters and other spatially coherent approaches, further dividing it into
semantically coherent individual patches allows a network to enjoy a higher level of specialization and performance, as shown

(c)

Figure 1: Left: Triangle mesh depicted in texture space using the
vertices’ UV coordinates. Middle: depiction of the displacement
via (u, v, 0) + dx for each vertex. Right: visualization of the displacement field dx converted into RGB values normalized to the
visible [0, 255] range.

4. Cloth Images
The vertex data is connected via a triangle mesh topology that could
be addressed using graph learning techniques [BZSL14, HBL15,
c 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

Figure 3: Left: front side of a T-shirt mesh divided into patches by a
“cage” (depicted as black edges). Right: the triangulated cloth pixels and corresponding RGB cloth image for the highlighted patch.
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in our experiments in Section 8.3. The only caveat is that one
needs to take care to maintain smoothness and consistency across
patch boundaries, but this can be achieved using a variety of
techniques such as GANs [GPAM∗ 14, LLYY17], image inpainting [BSCB00, YLY∗ 18], PCA filtering, etc.
5. Skinning Cloth Pixels
While the cloth pixels have fixed UV locations in their 2D pattern
space, their real-world 3D positions change as the body moves. We
generate real-world positions for the cloth pixels by barycentrically
embedding each of them into a triangle of the body mesh. Then as
the body mesh deforms, the real-world locations of the cloth pixels
move along with the triangles they were embedded into. Figure 4a
shows the pixel RGB values from Figure 1c embedded into the rest
pose and a different pose. Applying the dx offsets depicted in Figure 1b to the real-world pixel locations in Figure 4a yields the cloth
shapes shown in Figure 4b.

preprocessing step is only done once, and moreover can be accomplished on a template mesh, we take some care in order to achieve
a good sampling distribution of the body deformations that drive
our cloth image. Specifically, we run a fine-tuning simulation to
reduce mesh distortion while constraining the T-shirt to be skintight. See supplementary material D.5 for more details. Note that
our formulation readily allows for more complex clothing (such as
shirts/jacket collars) to be embedded on the body with overlapping
folds in a non-one-to-one manner, i.e., the inverse mapping from
the body texture coordinates to the cloth texture coordinates does
not need to exist (see supplementary material A).
One might alternatively skin the cloth as discussed in Section 2
to obtain a candidate cloth shape, and embed our cloth pixels into
that skinned cloth, learning offsets from the skinned cloth to the
simulated or captured cloth. The difficulty with such an approach
is that example-based cloth can behave unpredictably making it difficult for a network to learn the offsets. Thus, we prefer to embed
our pixels into the better behaved and more predictable skin of the
body geometry, allowing us to leverage the numerous efforts and
successes of that community (as opposed to the small number of
works on cloth skinning).
6. Dataset

(a) The cloth pixels are shown embedded into body triangles with
RGB values copied over from Figure 1c in the rest pose and a different pose.

(b) The final cloth shapes obtained
by adding displacements dx depicted in Figure 1b to the cloth
pixel locations in (a).

Figure 4: Skinned cloth pixels and corresponding 3D cloth shapes
in the rest pose and a different pose.
In Figure 5, we show the process reversed where the cloth shape
shown in Figure 5 left is recorded as dx displacements and stored
as RGB values on the cloth pixels embedded in the body mesh, see
Figure 5 middle. These pixel RGB values in turn correspond to a
cloth image in the pattern space, see Figure 5 right.

6.1. Pre-processing
We use a commercial solution [Art] to scan a person in the T-pose
and manually rig the body using Blender [Ble18]. The rest state
of our garment mesh is carefully constructed to be faithful to realworld garments in order to reduce distortion and ease the learning
task. We employ a reverse engineering approach where we cut up
a T-shirt along its seam lines, scan in the 2D pieces, and then digitally stitch them back together (see supplementary D.4). The T-shirt
mesh is 67 cm long and contains 3K vertices. The texture map is
then derived from this rest state mesh.
6.2. Pose Sampling
We generate poses for the upper body by independently sampling
rotation angles along each axis for 10 joints in the upper body from
a uniformly random distribution in their natural range of motion,
and then applying a simple pruning procedure to remove invalid
poses, e.g., with severe nonphysical self-penetrations. For more details, see supplementary D.3.

Figure 5: Left: part of a 3D cloth shape. Middle: cloth pixels embedded on the body mesh storing displacements dx as RGB values.
Right: corresponding cloth image in the two-dimensional pattern
space.
In order to obtain barycentric embeddings of the cloth pixels to
the triangles of the body mesh, we start in a rest pose (T-shape) and
uniformly shrink the edges of the cloth mesh making it skin-tight
on the body. This is achieved by leveraging the cage structure defined on the body and the T-shirt as correspondence for a morphing
operation followed by collision detection and pushout. Since this

6.3. Cloth Simulation
For each sampled pose, we first skin the cloth onto the body. Then
we take this skinned cloth as a collision-free starting point and simulate the garment mesh in a physics engine [Phy] with gravity, elastic and damping forces, and collision, contact, and friction forces
until static equilibrium is reached. Any meshes that exhibit simulation artifacts (large area distortion) are subsequently discarded to
reduce noise. See supplementary D.6 for more details.
The T-shirt dataset contains 20,011 samples and is divided into
an 80% training set (16,009 samples), a 10% regularization set
(2,001 samples to prevent the network from overfitting), and a 10%
c 2020 The Author(s)
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test set (2,001 samples that the optimization never sees during training). The test set is used for model comparisons in terms of loss
functions and network architectures, and serves as a proxy for generalization error. See Figure 6 for some examples.

Figure 6: Dataset samples. Top to bottom: skeletal poses, simulated
T-shirts, skinned cloth pixels, and cloth images (front side).

7. Learning Cloth Images from Skeletal Poses
Given input pose parameters, we train a CNN to predict cloth
images, see Figure 8. These images represent offsets dx in local
geodesic coordinates u and v and the normal direction n in order to
enable the representation of complex surfaces via simpler functions
(e.g., see Figure 7); even small perturbations in offset directions can
lead to interesting structures.

Figure 7: An ellipse with constant offsets in the normal direction
results in the well-known swallowtail structure (see for example
page 21 of [Set99]).
Although fully connected networks have been a common
choice for generating dense per-vertex 3D predictions such as in
[BODO18, YFHWW18], coalescing a 2D triangulated surface into
a 1D vector forgos potentially important spatial adjacency information and may lead to a bigger network size as pointed out in
[FWS∗ 18]. A commonly employed remedy resorts to linear dimensionality reduction methods such as PCA to recover some amount
of spatial coherency and smoothness in the output, as the regularized network predicts a small number of PCA coefficients instead
of the full degrees of freedom. Alternatively, our pixel-based cloth
framework leverages convolutional networks that are particularly
well-suited for and have demonstrated promising results in tasks in
the image domain where the filters can share weights and exploit
spatial coherency.
Our convolutional decoder network takes in 1 × 1 × 90 dimensional input rotation matrices, and applies transpose convolution,
batch normalization, and ReLU activation until the target output
size of 256 × 256 × 6 is reached (see Figure 8 bottom left), where
3 output channels represent offset values for the front side of the
T-shirt and 3 channels represent those of the back.
For training the model, the base loss is defined on the standard
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Figure 8: Overview of our learning system. Top: The CNN takes
input poses and outputs cloth images. (a) The network predicted
cloth images are interpolated back to cloth pixels in the texture
space. (b) Cloth pixels are skinned onto the posed body using precomputed embedding weights. (c) The displacements dx encoded
in the cloth pixels are added to their skinned locations to obtain
the 3D cloth shape. Bottom left: CNN architecture. Bottom right:
During training, loss is computed on the cloth images as well as the
normal vectors of the 3D cloth shapes.

Cartesian grid pixels of the cloth images, weighted by a Boolean
mask of the padded UV map:
!
pd
gt
∑i, j Wk (i, j)||Ik (i, j) − Ik (i, j)||
Limage = ∑
,
(1)
∑i, j Wk (i, j)
k
where Igt denotes ground truth grid pixel values, I pd denotes predicted grid pixel values, and W denotes the Boolean padded mask
of the UV map. i, j are indices into the image width and height dimensions, and k is index to the garment piece (e.g., front or back
of the T-shirt). One can use different norms for this loss, and empirically we find that while L1 leads to slightly better quantitative
metrics than L2 , their visual qualities are roughly similar. Noting
that normal vectors are important in capturing surface details, we
include an additional loss term on the per-vertex normals:


1
pd
gt
1 − nv (I pd ) · nv ,
(2)
Lnormal =
∑
Nv v
pd

where we compute a predicted unit normal vector nv on each vertex v using the predicted grid pixel values I pd , and use the cosine
gt
distance to the ground truth unit normal vector nv as the loss metric. Nv is the number of vertices. The total loss is thus
Ltotal = Limage + λLnormal ,

(3)

where λ = 0.01 is used when Lnormal is enabled. The models are
implemented in PyTorch [PGC∗ 17] and trained using the Adam
optimizer [KB14] with 10−3 learning rate.
8. Experiments
8.1. Whole T-shirts
The best visual results we obtained were from models that used additional losses on the normals, see Figure 9. Figure 10 shows more
examples in various poses from both the training and the test set
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Figure 11: Dataset average per cloth pixel errors on the front/back
side of the T-shirt. Top row: model trained on whole Tshirts (training/generalization error is 0.37 cm/0.51 cm). Bottom
row: models trained on patches (training/generalization error is
0.20 cm/0.46 cm).

Figure 9: Network predictions/errors (blue = 0, red > 1 cm) from
models trained with different loss functions. While L1 and L2 loss
on the pixels behave similarly, adding a loss term on the normals
yields better visual quality. Left to right: L1 on the pixels; L2 on the
pixels; L2 on the pixels and cosine on the normals; ground truth.
using our best loss model. Figure 11 shows the average per cloth
pixel model prediction errors on the training and test set. Unsurprisingly, the biggest errors occur near the sleeve seams and around the
waist, where many wrinkles and folds form as one lifts their arms
or bends. Finally, to see how well our model generalizes to new input data, we evaluated it on a motion capture sequence from [cmu],
see Figure 12 and supplementary video.

Figure 10: Network predictions and errors on training set and test
set examples using our best loss model.

Figure 12: Evaluation on motion capture. Top: skeletal poses. Middle: predicted cloth images. Bottom: predicted cloth shapes.

8.2. Modified Body Shapes & Skinning Artifacts
The inability to obtain accurate unclothed body shapes is often seen
as a real-world impediment to e-commerce clothing applications.
However, our approach only uses an estimate of the unclothed form
in order to pre-factor some nonlinearities out of the function to
be learned. The network will learn whatever displacements are required to map from the body shape to the cloth, even if the body
shape is erroneous. In order to demonstrate this, we modified our
unclothed body shape making it too thick/thin in order to represent
inaccuracies in the assumed body shape of the user. For each modified body shape, we use the same training data for cloth shapes
noting that this merely changes the values of dx and thus the cloth
image stored for each pose. As compared to the high variance in
dx caused by folds and wrinkles, changing the body shape makes
lower frequency modifications that are not too difficult for the network to learn. Surprisingly, the erroneously modified too thick/thin
body shapes had almost no effect on the network’s prediction ability indicating that our approach is robust to inaccuracies in the unclothed body shape. See Figure 13.
Whether using an accurate unclothed body shape or not, body
skinning is not a solved problem; thus, we modified our skinning scheme to intentionally create artifacts using erroneous bone
weights. Then, we trained the CNN as before noting that the cloth
training images will be automatically modified whenever skinning
artifacts appear. The erroneous skinning artifacts had almost no efc 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Figure 13: Training the network on unclothed body shapes that are
too thin (left column) or too thick (right column) does not hinder
its ability to predict cloth shapes, as compared to the ground truth
(middle column). The cloth images (middle row) readily compensate for the incorrect unclothed body shape assumptions leading to
similar cloth shapes (bottom row) in all three cases.

fect on the network’s prediction ability indicating that our approach
is robust to inaccuracies in the body skinning. See Figure 14.

Figure 15: Comparison of network predictions/errors from model
trained on whole T-shirts versus models trained on patches. The
latter can better capture folds and wrinkles.

one can precompute the PCA bases of the whole mesh on the training samples, and then project the stitched mesh onto a subset of
those bases. Since the simulation/captured data do not have kinks at
patch boundaries, the PCA bases also will not have kinks at boundaries unless one gets into ultra-high frequency modes that represent
noise; thus, reconstructing the network predicted results using a not
too high number of PCA bases acts as a filter to remove discontinuities at patch boundaries. In our experiments, using 2048 components leads to the best filtering results, see Figure 16.

Figure 14: Training the network using a body skinning method that
contains artifacts (shown in blue) does not hinder its ability to predict cloth shapes as compared to the ground truth (left column). The
cloth images (middle row) readily compensate (see circled regions)
for the skinning artifacts leading to similar cloth shapes (bottom
row).
Figure 16: PCA filtering on a stitched mesh from predicted patches
(an example from the test set).
8.3. T-shirt Patches
As mentioned in Section 4.1, we can segment the cloth mesh into
smaller semantically coherent pieces, and then train separate networks on these individual patches to achieve better results. Note
that we also pad each patch to encourage smoothness on the seams
and boundaries, similar to the whole T-shirt shown in Figure 2. Figure 11 shows that the models trained on the patches yield lower
errors. See Figure 15 for visual comparison.
One can use a variety of methods to achieve visually continuous and smooth results across the patch boundaries. For example,
c 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

8.4. Necktie
For generality, we also show a necktie example. Unlike T-shirts
which tend to stay relatively close to a person’s body, neckties are
loose and can drift far from the body (similar to skirts/dresses).
They exhibit much larger deformation as the body moves; the maximum per-vertex offset value can be over 50 centimeters in our
dataset. See Figure 17, and supplementary F.
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We proposed an approach to inferring cloth shape from body pose
utilizing a procedural skinning pre-process to factor out significant
nonlinearities due to joint rotation and skin deformation thus reducing demands on the neural network. Subsequently, we recast
the prediction of vertex positions into the prediction of images in
order to directly use well-studied CNNs. Importantly, we showed
that our approach removes the need to ascertain accurate unclothed
body shapes and is robust enough to compensate for inaccuracies
in the prediction of body deformations.
For future work, we would like to leverage real-world captured
cloth data and generalize our approach to a larger variety of garment types and materials as well as body types. We would also
like to explore alternative network architectures, loss functions, and
training schemes to enhance the visual quality of the predictions,
and reach the level of details achieved in the state-of-the-art traditional physics-based 3D cloth simulation and capture methods. In
addition, while our evaluation on the motion capture sequence already appears quite smooth in time, we would like to experiment
with techniques such as 3D CNNs and recurrent neural networks
to achieve better temporal coherency in dynamic sequences (e.g.,
swinging a dress).
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